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Transformation function
If is a set of minutia points of first fingerprint and is a set of minutia points of second fingerprint (same finger), then we assume that there is a transformation such that for any .
Hash functions of minutia points
Consider following functions of minutia positions: 
The values of these symmetric functions do not depend on the order of minutia points. ) , , , ( For example, if extracted minutia set is identical to the stored in the database, then for the hash function of third order we should get: The difference between two parts of above equation can serve as a confidence measure for matching two sets of minutia points. Subsequently, similar confidence measures for hash functions of other orders should be combined in one confidence measure.
Hash functions of transformed minutiae
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Fingerprint matching algorithm
• Enrollment:
1. Minutia positions are extracted (n positions) 2. K symmetric hash functions are evaluated and results are stored in the database.
• Matching:
1. Minutia positions are extracted (n positions) 2. K symmetric hash functions are evaluated and passed to the server for matching. 3. Using values of first two hash functions (stored in the server database and just extracted) the transformation parameters r and t are found. 4. Remaining K-2 hash function values are used to verify minutia set matching. 
Experimental results

